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Abstract

modulation [5] and model them using statistical learning
techniques [20,21]. The Mel frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) have been commonly used to characterize acoustic
properties of speech [8] often in conjunction with the
Gaussian mixtures model (GMM), which is regarded to be one
of the best statistical modeling techniques used in speaker
recognition systems [8,16,17,18]. The characteristic features
used in this study include MFCCs, their velocity and
acceleration, short time energy and zero crossing rates. The
pre-processing stage was used to separate the silence/noise
intervals and to perform the pre-emphasis filtering. The
speaker models were built using the Gaussian mixture
modeling based on the expectation maximization (EM)
procedure [16,17].
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the speaker verification system. In Section
3, the experimental setup and results are presented, and
finally, Section 3 contains the conclusions.

The effect of a clinical environment on the accuracy of the
speaker verification was tested. The speaker verification tests
were performed within homogeneous environments containing
clinically depressed speakers only, and non-depressed
speakers only, as well as within mixed environments
containing different mixtures of both clinically depressed and
non-depressed speakers. The speaker verification framework
included the MFCCs features and the GMM modeling and
classification method. The speaker verification experiments
within homogeneous environments showed 5.1% increase of
the EER within the clinically depressed environment when
compared to the non-depressed environment. It indicated that
the clinical depression increases the intra-speaker variability
and makes the speaker verification task more challenging.
Experiments with mixed environments indicated that the
increase of the percentage of the depressed individuals within
a mixed environment increases the speaker verification equal
error rates.
Index Terms: Speaker verification, Clinical environment,
Clinical depression.

2. Speaker Verification System
2.1 General Framework
The general framework of the speaker verification system
used to conduct our experiments is shown in Figure.1. The
system can operate in one of the three possible modes:
universal background model (UBM) training mode, target
speaker enrollment mode and testing mode. In each case
identical speech detection and feature extraction methods are
used. An energy based silence detector was used to discard the
low energy intervals of the signal [16]. Previous research has
shown that the MFCC based systems are not very sensitive to
changes in frame size (in the range 20-50ms) and frame step
(in the range 1/6 to 1/3 of the frame size). Frames whose
energy is too low to be considered speaker-discriminative
were therefore excluded from subsequent processing. From
each remaining frame, the first 12 MFCC were computed and
normalized using the cepstral mean subtraction (CMS)
method.
The sequences of feature vectors were then modeled with
the GMM. For each target speaker 1024 Gaussian mixtures
were generated. Each model was defined by a set of
parameters including its a priori probability, mean vector, and
the diagonal covariance matrix. The speaker models were
trained with around 5 minutes of data length for each speaker.
After the enrollment (training) stage, the universal background
model (UBM) parameters [18] were derived using the
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm trained on a large
speech corpus including the non-target speakers obtained from
the NIST 2001 and NIST 2002 SRE corpora. The target
speaker’s model means were then adapted using the maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimation method, the UBM and the
target speaker’s data. During the testing stage, the same pre-

1. Introduction
The performance of speaker recognition systems degrades due
to both, the intra-speaker variability and the background noise.
One of the factors affecting the intra-speaker variability is the
clinical depression. Speech contents of clinically depressed
speakers consist of more abstractive flow of conversations,
higher frequency of pauses and more nonverbal sounds than
speech of normal speakers [19]. It has been also previously
demonstrated that clinical depression changes acoustic
characteristics of speech [1-3, 13-15] and therefore, it can be
hypothesized that the speaker verification accuracy can be
affected in an environment consisting fully or partially of
clinically depressed people.
This paper aims to determine the effects of clinical
environments consisting of clinically depressed people on the
speaker verification rates when using the state of the art
speaker recognition techniques. The importance of this study
is given by the fact that robust speaker recognition systems
have potential applications in the clinical environments and
the health care sectors such as telemedicine, biometrics and
surveillance systems. It is recently reported that nearly 20
percent of military service members who have returned from
Iraq and Afghanistan report symptoms of post-traumatic stress
disorder or major depression, according to a new RAND
Corporation study [22].
The state of the art speaker recognition systems extracts
acoustic features which capture the characteristics of the
speech production system such as pitch or energy contours [7],
glottal waveforms [6], or formant amplitude and frequency
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processing and feature extraction methods were applied to the
test data as in the training stage. The testing sequences of
feature vectors were then scored by each speaker’s model, and
the verification decision was made based on the identity of the
highest scoring model. The general system performance was
assessed using the equal error rate (EER) measure and by
plotting the detection error trade-off (DET) curves.
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3. Experiments and Results
3.1. Individual Class Speaker Verification (ICSV) within
Homogeneous Environments using CC-ORI
In this experiment, the speaker verification was performed
within two homogeneous environments. The first environment
contained 100% of depressed speakers and the second
environment contained 100% non-depressed speakers. The
depressed environment contained 68 speakers (49 females and
19 males), and the non-depressed environment contained 71
speakers (44 females and 27 males). The experimental results
for the intra-class speaker verification tests (ICSV) test within
homogeneous environments are presented in Figure.2. It can
be clearly observed that the speaker verification task within
the depressed environment is more challenging than within the
non-depressed environment. The speaker verification equal
error rate (EER) for the depressed speakers is 5.1% higher
than for the non-depressed speakers. Since the numbers of
speakers in both clinically depressed and non-depressed
classes were almost the same, and the utterances were
recorded under the same background noise conditions, it can
be concluded that the clinical depression was the main factor
causing the degradation of speaker verification accuracy
within the depressed environment when compared with the
non-depressed environment. It also indicates that the intraspeaker variability within the depressed environment is higher
than within the non-depressed environment.
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Figure.1. General framework of the speaker verification
system.
2.2. Clinical Speech Corpus
The clinical data used in this study (CC-ORI) was obtained
from the Oregon Research Institute, USA. The non-clinical
data was obtained from the NIST 2004 corpus.
The CC-ORI consists of audio recordings of 139
adolescents (93 females and 46 male) aged 13-19,
participating in typical discussions between family members.
Each subject was represented by around one hour of
recording. Details of the data acquisition sessions can be
found in [9-11]. Through the self-report and interview
measures of the adolescence’s depression evaluated by
psychologists from ORI [9], 68 (49 females and 19 males)
were diagnosed as suffering from major depressive disorder
(MDD), and the remainder (44 females and 27 males) were
healthy controls (i.e., no current or lifetime history of MDD).
The clinically depressed and healthy groups were matched on
their demographic data which included their sex, race and age.
The CC-ORI recordings were sampled with the 8 kHz rate and
16 bits/sample.
The NIST 2004 samples were derived from the
Switchboard 2, and the Mixer projects. The Switchboard-2
Corpora included mostly college or early post-college age
students [4] from a specific area of the United States. The
NIST 2004 data was also sampled at 8 kHz rate with 16bits/s.
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2.3. Speech Segmentation and Feature Extraction
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Figure. 2. Detection Error Trade-Off (DET) curves and Equal
Error Rates (EERs) for the ICSV test within homogeneous
environments.

The speech signal was segmented using the Hamming window
into short frames of length 20 ms within which the spectral
and temporal properties of speech such as signal energy and
pitch can be assumed stationary [8,12]. There was 50%
overlap between frames. The feature extraction was performed
on the frame-by-frame basis. Each frame was used to derive a
feature vector consisting of: 12 MFCCs coefficients, 12 ∆MFCC (first derivative of MFCCs), 12∆∆-MFCC (second
derivative of MFCCs), 1-short time energy coefficient and 1zero-crossing coefficients. The resulting arrays of 38dimensional feature vectors were used to test the speaker
verification rates in different environments

3.2. Speaker Verification within Mixed Environments
using CC-ORI
This set of experiment tested the speaker verification accuracy
within mixed environments i.e., environments consisting of
different mixtures of both, depressed and non-depressed
speakers. The detection error trade-off (DET) curves and the
equal error rates (EERs) for the mixed environments
constructed out of the CC_ORI data are presented in Figure.3,
denoted as Joint-class speaker verification (JCSV). Four
different environmental mixtures were used. Each mixture
contained a fixed number of 68 non-depressed speakers. The
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This could be the result of both, the clinical depression and the
different noise level in the CC-ORI recordings. To be able to
draw more definite conclusions, further research on
equalization methods compensating for the differences in the
recording conditions is needed.

first mixture had no depressed speakers, the second mixture
contained 17 depressed speakers, the third mixture contained
34 depressed speakers and the fourth mixture contained 68
depressed speakers. Since, the mixed environments were
composed of speakers from the CI-ORI corpus only; the
conditions of recordings and the background noise were the
same for all speakers. Also, each environment contained the
same number of non-depressed speakers; only the number of
depressed speakers was changing. It can be therefore assumed
that the observed effects on speaker verification were mostly
due to different amounts of depressed individuals within a
given environment. The results in Figure.3 show that the
increasing percentage of the depressed speakers within a
mixed environment leads to an increase of the EER values.
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Figure.4. Detection Error Trade-Off (DET) curves and Equal
Error Rates (EERs) for the JCSV test within mixed
environments using CC-ORI+NIST200

4. Conclusions
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The effects of the clinical depression on the speaker
verification accuracy were investigated. The tests conducted
within homogeneous environments using the same data base
clearly indicated that the speaker verification within the
clinically depressed environment is more challenging than
within the non-depressed environment and the EER values
obtained within the depressed environment are higher than
within the non-depressed environment. The tests conducted
within mixed environments composed of the same data base
indicated that the higher is the percentage of the depressed
speakers, the larger are the speaker verification EER values.
Finally, the tests conducted within mixed environments
constructed out of two different data bases were not
conclusive due to the lack of equalization methods allowing to
directly merge data recorded under different conditions.
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Figure.3. Detection Error Trade-Off (DET) curves and
Equal Error Rates (EERs) for the JCSV test within mixed
environments using CC-ORI.
3.3. Speaker Verification within Mixed Environments
using CC-ORI and NIST2004
This set of experiment again tested the speaker verification
accuracy within mixed environments however this time the
depressed speakers were sourced from the CC-ORI and the
non-depressed speakers were taken from the NIST 2004
corpora. The resulting detection error trade-off (DET) curves
and the equal error rates (EERs) for the mixed environments
constructed out of the CC_ORI data are presented in Figure.4.
Three different environmental mixtures were used. The first
mixture contained 68 depressed speakers from CC-ORI and no
non-depressed speakers. The second mixture contained 616
non-depressed speakers from NIST 2004 and the third mixture
contained 616 non-depressed speakers from NIST 2004 and
68 depressed speakers from CC-ORI.
Since, the mixed environments were composed of
speakers from two different data bases (CI-ORI and NIST
2004), the recording conditions and the background noise
were different. It is therefore difficult to draw any definite
conclusions. Figure.4 shows that the addition of 68 depressed
CC-ORI speakers to the 616 NIST 2004 non-depressed
speakers increases the EER values compare to the
environment containing only the 616 NIST 2004 speakers.
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